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About This Game

Grab your trusty sword, strap on a fearsome helmet, and plunge into the chaotic fray of Viking Squad! As a member of this
ragtag group you must put a stop to the wildly mischievous Loki and reopen the gates to Valhalla. Work together to unleash

massive attacks on foes and expand your arsenal in this three player co-op brawler.

Key features

Local and Online Co-op.

Find new weapons and gear to level up each character.

Each playable character has their own signature weapon changing the way they approach combat.

Lane based brawling with precise and intense combat system.

The Gods guide your voyage: By worshipping each god new opportunities and perils are unveiled.

Striking hand-drawn 2d art style, courtesy of Jesse 'The Drawbarian' Turner.

Sound by Power Up Audio, Music by A Shell In The Pit.
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This is a simple yet fun Zombie game. Great for killing a few hours or just getting a bit of frustration out. As the name suggests
its set in an underground carpark and its the only stage. You have a shotgun and an assault rifle and just kill zombies till they kill
you. It's nothng new but a nice Zombie grinder the achievents arn't out of reach and you can get alot of them quickly with just a
few taking some effort. Ammo and health drops appear as well as some power ups so you can play as long as your skill\/patience
will allow. If you like to slaughter Zombie's for no good reason then this is the game for you.. While the concept is really good
and has alot of potential,
this game is just poorly executed, riddled with bugs everywhere and some of them game breaking,
You CAN have fun with this game, its not terrible, I enjoyed it, but I wouldnt recommend it.
Only buy if you really are in the mood to maintain a old piece of junk and travel around east europe.
5\/10. Heroes for the lazy people.

Enough for me to rate it 10/10.. Chili and Cheese. Dumbfounded does it again!

LUXIS is a great puzzle type game that anyone can enjoy!

The mechanics are simple and engaging.
I love the simple aesthetic to it... there's a clean soothing look to it... very relaxing... very chill...
The music is a great match for it... it reflects the sort of 'zen' feel of both the mechanics and look.

Even the title screen interface\/menu sort of shares the vibe... very minimilstic but it manages to convey what it needs to.

I highly recommend this game on so many levels...

Casual gamer? Maybe Mindsweeper is what is 'hardcore' to you? You'll enjoy this for the puzzles and minimalistic aesthetic.
A

A puzzle game veteran? We got another tour of duty for you in the form of a game that seems simple but can offer a great
challenge.

Interplanetary Ambassador on a mission of peace for Xebos III in the Char galaxy? Dude... there are spheres in here!
SPHERES!

(bonus review thingie: Check out Dumbfounded's other offereing... Vicky Saves the Big Dumb World. It isn't required to enjoy
this game... but its just another example to Dumbfounded's great work so far.)
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Great game for early access, already a lot of fun and can see it getting a lot better.. It's not really much of a game. It ends pretty
abrupty about a minute in. I was sick of it after 3 endings.. Update April 3rd:
All of the bugs I mentioned in the original review were patched this week. I played the same map and got a bit further along and
glad to see the progress so soon. I'll leave the original post to leave for display of the progression
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

Well I skipped to free play because the story was too much reading.
Built town hall. Built fishing dock. Built forester hut. Built stone quarry. Built warehouse. Built farm and field with veggies.
Built barn and bought 6 chickens and 4 pigs.

Bunch of baby making and children.
2 villagers die of natural causes.
Animals kill one.
Raiders steal me stone.
Farm produces 200 veggies....FARMERS NEVER HARVEST.
Food is at 10.
Fisherman dies. I dont see this right away, and food goes to 3.
Hovers there.
A field full of fresh veggies and the farmers wont pick them.
Warehouse guy doesn't do anything but pick up logs.
Families die, and the homeless families never move into the empty houses.
They just chill at the townhall and hate life.

Overall I rate this at 4/10 EXTREMELY FRUSTRATING out of WTF.
Artwork is good in the game... Thats about it.
I enjoyed the game for about 10 minutes, the rest of the time Im bugging out about all the bugs.
Its a new game, thats cool... just hit steam... just got outta beta.
But I just paid 16 bucks and I got bored and frustrated after 10 minutes.
I don't recommend it yet... maybe I'll change that after some updates.
Banished is a better buy at 20 bucks if you havent tried it.. I've bought Crown of Leaves three times total, once for myself, twice
for friends, and never regretted it in the slightest. In fact, my only regret, is that my good friend Oz recommended it to me last
year and I didn't buy it sooner! A gorgeous artstyle, a stunning soundtrack I love to listen to even out of game, and a unique story
to tell. I'm overwhelmingly eager to see what happens next. This game really struck a chord with me; Really can't recommend it
enough. Love seeing the tidbits on Twitter from the project account as well!. This game is very immersive, and it has a lot of
potential. Grabbing things can be a little off sometimes, but most of the time it works well and it's a lot of fun using surfaces to
propel yourself. Exploring and scavenging are fun. Right now however I find the survival mechanics are incredibly harsh, it's
impossible to survive more than 15 minutes. I just can't find enough oxygen cannisters to stay alive longer than that, and only
found food once in a replicator. Even if I do nothing but try and find oxygen, I don't have enough time to keep it topped up.
Furthermore, exploring some places is impossible due to radiation or turrets that are defending them. Even if you do find a
place you can loot, the grabbing mechanics that work so well elsewhere becomes a real problem when you're trying to get things
out of a box. It's very hard, sometimes impossible, to grab an object out of the box. Instead it has you grab the box as if you
wanted to use it as a surface to move. I died once because I couldn't get an oxygen cannister out of a box fast enough. I haven't
even survived long enough to do anything with the main ship.

All that said, while it's a little frustrating dying every 10-15 minutes and starting over as your oxygen drains extremely fast, it's
one of the better VR games I've played, certainly the best space one.. Really am enjoying Star Shelter! It is challenging but a lot
of fun! Still has a few bugs but they are fixing this nicely! Worth the $15!!. Don't waste your money. This game is an impossible
game.. I bought this during the Steam Summer Sale 2017 and thought I was getting a great bargain at 80% off. The game looks
incredibly fun, and I was hoping to add the 100k zombies killed achievement to my profile after some time.

But after loading the game itself, it crashes every single time I try to launch it and play.

Come to find out, the Devs have abandoned it a long time ago. Yet it's still being sold to unsuspecting suckers like me :(

Stay away from this broken, abandoned game.
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